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I. Formulation of the problem 

In many cases real-valued functions are essential only in respect 

of perfect pre-orders they induce on their domains. Thus we define the 

following equivalence relation in the space ~(@) of all real-va- 

lued functions given on one and the same set ~ : 

Equivalence classes ~ corresponding to functions ~ ~ ~(~)have the 

following simple functional description: 

where []('~)is the set of all increasing functions defined on the nu- 

merical set T~ = ~ (C-)--~#(x): 0C~ G} and ~ is a superposition 

on U and ~ , that is function ~(~c) = U (~(~c)35 ~Ca ~. 

As usual the saturation of the class ~9C ~(~)related to the 

above-described equivalence is defined as the set 

In other ~vords a function ~ ~ F(G)beio=gs to saturation U qo o~ 
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the class ~CF(~)~f there exists such a function U ~ [~(T~) that 
u°j: $ 

If the class ~9 C F(G)coincides with its saturation VC~ then 

it' s called saturated. 

Hereafter, it will be considered that G is arbitrary (contai- 

ning more than one point) relatively open convex set in a real vec- 

tor space, that is such a convex set that for any ~ ~ ~ there ex- 

ists for w ch 

BY V(g-) we shall designate the class of convex functions,that 

is such functions ~6 F (~) that 

holds for arbitrary ~C,~ G'- and i 6 (Oil) . By ~(~)we shall 

designate the class of quasi-convex functions, that is such func- 

tions ~ F(~) that 

holds for any OC,~ .~ , ~6(0,i) and the inequality is strict when 

W 
It is clear that the class of quasi-convex functions is satura- 

ted. Hence, it contains saturation ~(~) of more narrow class of 

convex functions. But there always exist functions ~ ~ ~(~)which 

do not belong to ~(~). In connection with this the American ma- 

thematician W.Fenchel stated a well-known problem of characterizing 

quasi-convex functions that belong to saturation [/~g(~)of the 

class of convex functions (see [II 'p.llS-137). The present report is 

devoted to solving that problem. 

2. Auxiliary Functions 

Let F(; (Cr.) be a subspace that consists of functions ~ E F('~) 
such that their traces on the cross-cuts of ~ with any straight 

line is continuous. 
Let us note now that it's sufficient to solve the question on 

the quasi-convex functions, we are interested in, for more narrow 

class W', (C,)= W(C-) n Fo 
Indeed, for every function ~ ~(G)~°~zc(~) it is possible to 

construct an equivalent function ~o=~ , where ~ LT(~)coinci- 

des with Lebesque measure of set ~rl £go)~] when ~ ~ ~ is greater 

than some fixed ~o6'T and if ~ ~hen it equals Lebesque measure of 
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se t  T~ n ~ , ~ . ]  m u l t i p l i e d  h~ - I .  I f  i n  t h i s  case ~o ~ ~ (~') then  

the initial function ~ ~C~)does not undoubtedly belong to the set 

~((~), we are interested in. Otherwise, the question is to examine 

funct±on ~o~ ~. ~6.). 
It's known (see [2] ) that if traces of function ~ ~ F(~) on 

cross-cuts of the set ~ with any straight line are measurable then 

inequalities (1) and (2) are implications of related inequalities 

with some fixed A~ (0,~) , for instance, with A= ~ . Specifically, 

it's true for all functions from ~rF¢(G). And that means we may stu- 

dy question concerning functions from 

ry functions 

sup { : 

defined on 

only 

hold 

UE 

{ ~ ~4~c~)in terms of auxilia- 

Evidently, function ~ ~ ~ (~) belongs to set U ~(~) if and 

if such a function ~;T,~ exists that inequalities • 

for any ~ ~ ~/ from ~ . Under this condition the function 

 f(Wj ) is automatically continuous. 

All  f u n c t i o n s  ~ g F c ~ )  e v i d e n t l y  have connected ranges .  At 
that if function ~ ~-~(C-)is not constant it cannot attain it~maxi- 

mum on relatively open convex set ~ . So, its range ~ either co- 

incides with its open core T~ or contains, besides, one additional 

paint e = nq~oc ~ .~ ~ (~), 

We shall call the point ~ ~ regular, the function ~ ~ ~ )  

beeing fixed, if for some ~ > 0 there is such a function U;~ ~i 

where T= ~ n (~-~ ~÷£), that for any ~ ~ ~/ f rom T inequalitias 

(3) hold. 
It,s cle~ that ~ the function % EW~ (G) belongs to UV(&) 

then all points of the set ~ are regular. The following inverse 

statement is also correct (its complete proof is given in [~] ) : 
@ 

Theorem I. If all points of set ~ are regular for the func- 

tion ~ ~C~)then the function is equivalent to some function ~6V(~). 
so, if function ~ e ~ (~) does not belong to ~'~(~) = 

-- Fc(~) a VV ("~) ,then at least one interior point o±" set 

is not regular. To complete the characterization of the set ~/c V((~) 

we are ~o find out necessary and sufficient regularity conditions of 
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interior points of sets T~ corresponding to functions ~ E ~ ~ ~). 

3. Characteristics of regular points 

Let us introduce auxiliary normed linear space of additive func- 

tions with finite s~pports belonging to some bounded connected set 

'~ C ~ o For the purpose let us assign to everytETan additive func- 
T 

tion #~ " ~T~ which equals I on sets e 62 containing ~ and 

equals 0 otherwise. Further let O~ o ~T)be the set of all fini- 

te linear combinations of introduced elementary functions with the 

coefficient sum equal to 0 . The norm it" tiv in linear space ~ (~T) 

is defined as the full variation of corresponding additive functions. 

Let us assign now to every function ~ a'~ ~) and interval 

7 = [~)JS] from ~ a cone K ~ )T) ~ ~(~T)which is the conical 

hull of the union of two sets: 

-  g e=Fe e <¢ from r}. 

According to one of non-classical separation theorems ( see [#], 

theorem 9 ) and some properties deriwd from proof of theorem I of 

the precedlng paragraph it is possible to demonstrate the validity 

of the following statements: 

Theorem 2.  Whatever a function ~ 6 "W c (~) a n d  an interval 

T --_ [~;~] from ~ are, (*)-closure of the cone ~(~") coincides 

with closure of ~this cone in the topology of normed space ~ (~T) 

and,hence,also with its closure in the strongest local-convex topolo- 

gY" Theorem 3- The interior point ~ of the range ~ of the func- 

tion ~ ~ ~c~)is regular if and only if for some ~ < ~< 

from T~ the point --gS~{, does not belong to the closure of the 

~(~24~) in one of the three topologies of Theorem 2 ( and , cone 

therefore, in all the topologies). 
Cqro!lary I. The necessary and sufficient regularity condition 

of inner point ~ of the range T# of function ~ 6~ (6) is the 

existence of some ~ < %*< ~ such that set ~= [~j ~ satisfies 

the condition 
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Corollar7 2. If ~6~c(~)and all points of an interval 

[~o~ J$~] are regular, then for a~y ~g (~o~c) inductively defi- 

ned points 

are such that for some natural number ~q inequalities 

hold:~ for all ~ =O~Z~..- 

With the help of the last corollary we can easily verify, for 

example, that for $ = (-3jI) function 

= 

from -~c (~)o is not equivalent to any convex function, because 

the point ~6~ is not regular. 
In conclusion let us mention one circumstance which is of- 

ten useful for the practical solution of poblems of transformation 

of quasi-convex functions into the convex ones. 

First of all it's clear that if l~nctions ~ 6 ~ (~) and 

~ ' ~ ¢ r  ~_ ) have the same range and ~. (~,~i)~ ~_ Q~ Ois true for 

any t ~6/ from ~ =~, , then the function ct G ~/ (~,) for which 

U~ ~'~), s~tisf#ies also the condition ~o~ 6"V~).specifi- 

cally, it covers the case when ~ ~ and function ~ & ~ (~) is 

increasing. Then the function U =~-i& ~(~)=~(~)can be taken as 

the transforming one for ~ . 
Let ~s note here that if ~ ~ ~ is a connected set without the 

largest element and a function ~ : ~ x~--~ ~ is such that for any 

f rom T 

then for the existence of an increasing function ~ satisfying 

condition ~$ =~ , it's necessary and sufficient that for any 

t~jtZ, t ~ and ~ from T the following equality "bakes place 

Besides, the function ~ we are interested in can be effectively 

constructed ~ith the help of the function 
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